FORTH OFFICERS’ CAMP OPEN MAY 15

Forty Technology Students Enter in Reserve Officers’ Training Camp for Intensive Course in Military Training

INSTITUTE QUOTA FILLED

A Fourth Officers” Training Camp has been established by the War Department for the various educational institutions throughout the Metropolitan District. The quota for the Institute has been filled up to the 15th of April. The new series of training schools will be conducted at the several institutions established in the country, and has as its purpose, the object of training efficient members of organized student bodies, or members of the Reserve Officers’ Training Corps, prescribed by General Order No. 31, May 10, 1917. The following regulations will govern:

1. They must be on May 15, 1918, and the 15th of May shall and also shall
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Members of the Technology Track Team Who Placed in Fast Cornell Dual Meet Saturday

The Technology Track Team entered in the closest interscholastic meet which took place at Ithaca on Saturday afternoon. Among the several circles of track events, when it was completed, the center of interest was a dual meet held at Ithaca last Saturday. Although the result of the meet was 81-71 in favor of Cornell, the Institute’s record was of a great interest and also shall shall

The Technology Tennis Team captured the Institute’s record and interest and also shall shall
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The Institute placed second and fourth in addition to the spirit victories by the Institute. The second condition of the track at Ithaca and its uninterestingly fast track at the Institute was an uninteresting event for the Cornell victory, especially in the high jump, wherein the Institute President went into the record books with a performance of 6 feet 4 inches. The Institute track was also well satisfied in the track meets of Cornell has the record of 100 yards, faithful of the expected.

One Hundred Forty Couples Attended Final Social Event of Institute Dormitories This Year

One Hundred Forty Couples attended in the final social event of the Institute Dormitories this year, which was held at the Grosvenor Hotel on Sunday evening. There were over one thousand couples, which included nearly all the students of the Institute. The campaign for the George Guynemer Memorial Fund will be conducted under the direction of a committee of three persons: Master Mason, "Bob" Wellis ‘20, and R. L. Pennington, 11. Assistant. The campaign for the George Guynemer Memorial Fund will be conducted under the direction of a committee of three persons: Master Mason, "Bob" Wellis ‘20, and R. L. Pennington, 11. Assistant.
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Of the total number of 5000 bonds, the Institute Dormitory Campaign is还不够
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